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Temperament Trait

1. Intensity
How strong are the child’s emotional reactions?
Does he laugh and cry loudly and energetically or
softly and mildly?
child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

What are the things that
What strategies can I use that will work?
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?
o Staying cool
Anything
o Planning calming activities
Not listening
o Reading cues
Becoming intense too
o Providing opportunities to
diffuse intensity

4
5
intense reaction

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
2. Persistence
If the child is involved in activity and you tell her
to stop, does she stop easily or fight to continue?
child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

4
5
intense reaction
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Not giving choices
Forcing to quit----not
asking the child her
plans
Not allowing her to
do things herself

o Give choices
o Allow child time to finish things or
don’t allow the child to start if she
does not have time to finish
o Ask the child what her plans are
o Teach the child how to do things
independently instead of saying no,
you can’t
o Teach the child how to problem
solve
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What are the things that
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?

What strategies can I use that will work?

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
3. Sensitivity
How aware is the child of slight noises, emotions,
and differences in temperature, taste and
texture? Does he react easily to certain foods,
tags in clothing, irritating noises, or your stress?
child reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction

Too much
stimulation
Lack of
understanding
Forcing to accept
distasteful, textures,
colors, etc.

o Accepting the child by
understanding that it really bothers
him
o Recognize his need for specific
colors, textures, etc.
o Teach him to breathe through his
mouth
o Teach him when to take a break

Too many directions
at once
Unclear directions
Directions that are
only verbal
Too much distracting

o
o
o
o

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
4. Perceptiveness
Does the child notice people, colors, noises and
objects around her? Does she frequently forget
to do what you ask because something else has
caught her attention?
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Get eye contact
Break tasks into simple steps
Minimize distracting stimuli
Make directions visual and tactile
as well as verbal. For example:
use charts to describe your
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child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

4
5
intense reaction

What are the things that
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?
stimulation in the
environment
No routines

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
5. Adaptability
How quickly does the child adapt to changes in his
schedule or routine? How does he cope with
surprises?
child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

o Create and maintain routines
o Allow time to prepare for change
o To let him know what is going to
happen
o Help him find steps to finishing
things
o Support him during transitions
o Find ways to make the passage of
time real and something he can
see. For example: use timers;
watches, etc.
o Avoid rushing

Not enough sleep
Inflexibility
Lack of routines

o Teach your child how to cope with
social norms of meal times, and bed
times while providing flexibility.

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
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directions; make pictures of your
directions; place objects related to
your direction in view; tie your
directions to physical objects or
movement

Surprises
Rushing
Transitions without
warning
Changes from routine

4
5
intense reaction

6. Regularity
The regularity of eating, sleeping and eliminating
patterns.

What strategies can I use that will work?
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child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

What are the things that
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?
3

What strategies can I use that will work?

o Teach your child self help skills
o Establish routines for mealtimes
and bedtimes

4
5
intense reaction

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
7. Energy
Is the child always on the move and busy or quiet
and quiescent? Does he need to run, jump and
use his whole body in order to feel good?
child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

Lack of physical
activities
Nothing “to do”

o Plan physical activities
o Provide things to take apart and
build
o Teach using movement

Being pushed
Called a “baby”
Not allowing to

o Allow time
o Prepare
o Provide a second chance

4
5
intense reaction

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
8. First reaction
What is the child’s first reaction when she is asked
to meet new people, try a new activity or idea, or
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go someplace new?
child reaction
1
2
mild reaction

3

4
5
intense reaction

What are the things that
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?
change mind
Not allowing a
second chance
Pulling out too
quickly

What strategies can I use that will work?

o Remind of successes
o Give tools that help the child feel
comfortable

parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
9. Disposition
One’s general mood. Is the child more sunny or
serious?
child reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
parent or caregiver or teacher reaction
1
2
3
4
5
mild reaction
intense reaction
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Missed cues of other
traits
Lack of sleep
Others not taking
things seriously

o Teach your child to see what can be
done as well as what needs to be
fixed.
o Slow down your interactions with
your child
o Make sure your child is getting
enough sleep
o Teach your child what can be done
to fix things
o Take note of how your child
expresses enthusiasm
o Teach your child social graces. for
example: thanks, I appreciated that
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child’s score:
9-18
Cool individual

What are the things that
I/others do that “trigger”
this trait?

19-28
Spunky individual

29-45
Spirited individual

parent or caregiver or teacher score:
9-18
19-28
Cool individual
Spunky individual

29-45
Spirited individual

What strategies can I use that will work?

Plan for success:
Predict the potential trouble spots
Analyze the traits
Identify the triggers
Develop strategies
Works Cited
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This worksheet is adapted from Raising Your Spirited Child by Mary Sheedy Kurcinka. Ms. Kurcinka provides training, private
consultation, and small group discussions for parents and professionals.
For further workshops on this topic or other topics relevant to ChildCare Professionals, please contact Sharon Kruger, M.Ed. at
skruger@esc5.net or 409-923-5440 or setx-school-readiness-integration.blogspot.com.
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